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1. Introduction

Graphene, single-layer graphite, has drawn great attention recently, both because of its special properties [1-5], and because of its wide-range potential applications, for example in future-generation electronics [4, 6-8]. Chemical vapor deposition (CVD) of hydrocarbons on transition metals (TMs) provides a practical method for graphene production [9-17]. With this chapter we would like to summarize our investigations with in-situ scanning tunneling microscopy (STM), aimed at understanding the growth of graphene on metal surfaces. The ‘fruit fly’ of our work has been graphene formation on Rh(111). Observations on this surface are generalized into a simple physical picture that should be suitable to interpret the formation of graphene also on other metals.

The first experimentally produced and verified graphene was obtained in 2004 by mechanical exfoliation of graphite [18]. Soon in 2010 The Nobel Prize in Physics was awarded to Andre Geim and Konstantin Novoselov at the University of Manchester “for groundbreaking experiments regarding the two-dimensional material graphene”. Scotch tape was used to repeatedly split graphite crystals into progressively thinner pieces. Many experiments on graphene have been performed using this method [5, 19]. It nicely provides experimentalists with the best quality in topographical flatness [19] and electron mobility [5]. The drawback of this method is, of course, reproducibility. From an application point of view, it is hard to imagine any production facility using microscopes to find tiny bits of graphene for electronic devices.

Since 2004, researchers have tried out many ways for a reproducible, bottom-up production of graphene. One method is to heat silicon carbide to high temperatures (>1100 °C), in order
to make it sublime silicon and thereby reduce its surface to graphene [20, 21]. The choice of the face of the silicon carbide that is used for graphene creation, either silicon-terminated or carbon-terminated, strongly influences the thickness (i.e. the number of layers), mobility, and carrier density of the graphene. This process produces a graphene sample size that is depend-ent on the size of the SiC substrate. However, the size of the domains is still in the order of hundreds of nanometers [20, 21]. Although the quantum Hall effect (QHE) could be measured with the graphene samples created by this method [20], the electronic mobility in this graphene only reached 2700 cm$^2$ V$^{-1}$s$^{-1}$, [22] which is much lower than for the graphene obtained by the scotch tape method.

A very promising alternative method to produce precisely mono-layer of graphene is chemical vapor deposition (CVD) on metal surfaces [9-17, 23-28]. Actually, graphitic layers on metals had been investigated much earlier [11, 29-33], before specific attention was paid to graphene. It is the method that we have concentrated on in our work. Metal surfaces as favorable substrates for graphene growth by CVD have catalysts for hydrocarbon decomposition and they strongly bind to the graphene that forms, while newly arriving hydrocarbon molecules do not stick to or decompose on the graphene that has already formed. Also as the solubility of carbon in a metal often depends strongly on temperature, graphene can also be made using segregated carbon [9, 12, 16, 27, 30, 34]. After samples have been prepared at high temperature and cooled down subsequently, it is not easy to distinguish which kind of carbon, segregated or deposited, has been responsible for the formation of the graphene layer.

As a consequence of its strong interaction with the substrate, graphene on top of a metal is very different from the idealized free-standing graphene. It does not have the interesting electronic properties mentioned before, but it does have its own special appeal, for example, being the template for the self assembly of additional overlayers [35], or the graphene-metal contact serving a spin filter [36, 37], etc. In order to produce free-standing graphene, several recipes have been introduced for transferring graphene from metals onto other substrates [15, 34, 38, 39]. With these recipes, CVD-grown graphite layers on metals have become a good candidate for producing high-quality graphene. A promising carrier mobility of 4,000 to 7,350 cm$^2$ V$^{-1}$s$^{-1}$ has already been reported for graphene, obtained via this route [40-43]. The size of graphene made by CVD method is reported up to 30 inch [43].

No matter in what form the graphene is produced, free-standing or on a substrate, for many applications it is the structural quality of the graphene that limits its properties and therefore the quality of the final products in which it can be applied. The typical types of imperfections introduced by the CVD method on metals are impurities and structural defects. The problem of impurities can be solved by using a sufficiently clean production setup and sufficiently clean materials (metal substrate and precursor gasses). The structural defects include other carbon phases (e.g. metal carbide), domain boundaries between different graphene patches, point defects [13] (e.g. pentagons and heptagons [44]) and thickness variations (voids or multilayers). It has been demonstrated that such defects can influence the electronic properties of graphene [44]. To reduce and eventually completely avoid the occurrence of structural defects, full control of the formation mechanism of graphene is necessary. This can only come through a thorough, atomic-scale understanding of the process. Once we have acquired a full under-
standing of the basic mechanisms of graphene formation and possible competing processes, we can use that to subsequently develop an optimal growth recipe.

This chapter will start with a brief introduction of the in-situ STM technique and compare it with other in-situ techniques, e.g. low-energy electron microscopy (LEEM) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM). Ethylene deposition on Rh(111) is taken as an example to demonstrated the formation of graphene on metal surfaces. This system is ideal to demonstrate the interaction between carbon and metals, as all effects are present ‘at the same time’: in addition to graphene formation, we observe carbide formation and dissolution of carbon into the substrate, which later re-surfaces and deteriorates the quality of the graphene. A universal physical picture for graphene formation and competing phenomena on metal surfaces will be provided. This picture is based on very general surface-science knowledge, which makes it easy to be adapted to other CVD procedures and to graphene formation on other metals. Solid experimental evidences will be shown to confirm the picture. Guided by this picture, we will demonstrate several paths to improve the quality of graphene formed on a metal surface. Each path shows its own advantages and disadvantages. We hope these demonstrations will help the readers understand the universal picture better and use it to improve graphene quality for different applications.

2. STM for in-situ measurements

Direct real-space microscopic observation during the formation of graphene is obviously important for understanding the kinetic processes and thermal dynamics as well as for improving the quality of graphene. However, due to the high growth temperature, to realize such observation one has to face many technical challenges. Firstly, any temperature changes in the macro structures of the microscope will cause dramatic thermal drift on the atomic scale in the imaging process. Secondly, even though one can image at a constant, high temperature, it is more difficult to stabilize the whole system at higher temperatures than for example room temperature or lower.

Many common microscopy techniques, such as STM, LEEM, and SEM, etc. have been performed in situ to investigate the graphene formation at high temperatures on metals [9, 16, 38, 45-47]. In table 1, the working conditions and the performances of these techniques are listed for comparison. With some special designs, all of these methods satisfy the required conditions for graphene growth, i.e., sample temperature and gas pressure. Although there are arguments about the definition of the resolution, high-temperature STM is superior in spatial resolution. In fact, it is the only technique which can provide images in which the moiré pattern between graphene and metal substrate (about 3 nm) can be clearly distinguished even at the growth condition of graphene [46]. The higher resolution certainly provides more information for understanding the growth kinetics of graphene. On the other hand, LEEM and SEM can image much larger areas, which gives a macroscopic knowledge of the growth. In STM, the measurement itself has less influence the formation, because the energy of the tunneling electrons is typically not more a few eV instead of keV which is typical for a SEM. Considering the
advantages and disadvantages, we chose a special designed STM for our investigation of graphene growth.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Microscopy</th>
<th>Spatial resolution at high temperature</th>
<th>Maximum field of view</th>
<th>Sample temperature</th>
<th>Maximum vacuum pressure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>STM</td>
<td>1 nm</td>
<td>3 µm</td>
<td>~1200 K</td>
<td>1 x 10⁻³ mbar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEEM</td>
<td>2 nm at room temperature</td>
<td>75 µm</td>
<td>~1200 K</td>
<td>1 x 10⁻⁶ mbar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEM</td>
<td>2 nm at room temperature</td>
<td>4 mm</td>
<td>~1200 K</td>
<td>1 x 10⁻⁴ mbar</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* There are some debates in the definition of resolution. Only general numbers are list here.

Table 1. Comparison of microcopies that can be used at the conditions for graphene growth on metals. The specifications of each microscopy are very dependent on the specific design. E.g. differential pumping stages might increase the maximum vacuum pressure.

The STM we used had been optimized for (fast) scanning at high sample temperatures and also during substantial temperature variations [48, 49]. Like most other STMs, our Variable-Temperature STM (VT-STM) is using a piezoelectric tube, in our case with a length of 12 mm, to scan regions up to typically 3 x 3 µm², with sub-nanometer resolution. The macroscopic dimensions of the piezo element, the sample and other components in the mechanical path between the tip and the sample make that even modest temperature variations can cause a significant drift in an STM image. More dramatically, when the component of this drift in the z-direction, along the tip axis, were to exceed the control range of the piezo element, this would lead to a situation where either the surface drifts out of range or a crash of the tip into the sample surface occurs. For these reasons, most STMs are used either at room temperature or at a constant, low or (modestly) elevated temperature, at which the sample and microscope are first allowed to equilibrate for a long time, typically several hours, prior to the coarse tip-sample approach and imaging. The STM we were using could compensate for thermal drifts by its special design [48]. With this design, neither the expansion of the piezo element and other components of the microscope nor that of the sample and sample holder can give rise to a significant tip-sample distance variation. In practice, experiments have been performed without the need for any mechanical adjustments in the tip height, while the sample temperature was being changed from 300 K to approximately 1200 K.

In addition to the drift-minimizing mechanical design, the STM electronics have been optimized to scan fast. It has been demonstrated that the STM can image surfaces at video rate (24 frames per second) [49] (A commercial version of this instrument is marketed by Leiden Probe Microscopy BV, www.leidenprobemicroscopy.com). Because of the critical experimental conditions, in particular the high temperatures during deposition, video-rate scanning is very difficult. Therefore, the high-speed capabilities of the VT-STM have not been exploited directly in the work described in this chapter. On the other hand, the low noise level that the high-
speed electronics has at low frequencies and the modular design of the electronics provided stable scanning conditions plus possibilities for customization of the scans, which played an important role in this work.

3. Experimental detail

Our special-purpose, VT-STM [48, 49], enables us to follow the reaction and growth of graphene \textit{in situ}. Ethylene decomposition on Rh(111) is taken as a generic example of carbon deposition on metals. The interaction between carbon and Rh can lead to carbide formation [50], carbon dissolution [51], and graphene formation [29]. These are also the typical ‘products’ that can be formed on other metals. Actually, carbon is the main contaminant in Rh crystals.

The complexity of the carbon-on-Rh(111) system makes it a good example for demonstrating, in general, the interaction between carbon and metals. The 3-fold (111) orientation was chosen, to act as a template for graphene crystallization. In addition, graphene forms an easily recognizable moiré pattern on Rh(111). A simple calculation shows that the moiré pattern ‘magnifies’ the misfit defects between the lattice of the graphene layer and that of the Rh substrate. For example, 1 degree of actual graphene rotation with respect to the Rh lattice results in a 10 degree apparent rotation in the moiré pattern. In this way, atomic information about graphene can be achieved even without actually achieving atomic resolution in STM.

All measurements in this chapter were performed with a STM-setup which consisted of a single ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) chamber, equipped with a scanning tunneling microscope (STM), a low-energy electron diffraction (LEED) apparatus, an Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) instrument, and a quadrupole mass spectrometer (QMS), for analysis purposes. The base pressure of the vacuum system was $1.5 \times 10^{-11}$ mbar. During measurements, the vacuum level was kept below $2 \times 10^{-10}$ mbar. To achieve and maintain this vacuum, a single 170 liter/second magnetically levitated turbo-molecular pump, a 410 liter/second ion getter pump, and a titanium sublimation pump, integrated into a cold trap, were connected to the UHV chamber. Also, the entire vacuum system was extensively degassed by a bake-out procedure up to 450 K and the sample holder and STM components were further degassed by prolonged annealing of the Rh sample to 800K.

The Rh sample was cleaned by cycles of Ar$^+$ ion sputtering, followed by flash annealing to 1300 K and then exposure of the sample to 2 to $3 \times 10^7$ mbar of O$_2$ for 1 to 2 hours at temperatures of 700 to 800 K. This latter step proved necessary in order to remove C surface contamination emanating from the bulk. Residual O was removed from the Rh surface by flashing the sample to 1000 K. After this cycle had been repeated at least 10 times, no C contamination could be detected by Auger Electron Spectroscopy, and the density of visible impurities in the STM images were typically below 1/\(\mu\text{m}^2\). The dosage of ethylene gas, from ALDRICH$^\text{TM}$, with a purity of 99.99 %, was through a precision leak valve.
4. A universal description of graphene formation on metals

In this section, we introduce a new physical picture (Figure 1), which describes the general principles of graphene and carbide formation on metal surfaces. It is based on the combination of our direct STM observations and the considerations published by McCarty et al. [12]. In Figure 1, the black line represents the density of carbon adatoms on the Rh surface, dictated by equilibrium with carbon dissolved in the bulk. The shape and position of this line is determined by the carbon concentration in the substrate, and by the dissolution energy of carbon [12]. The solid red line represents the carbon adatom density derived from equilibrium with the graphene islands. The point where the black line crosses the solid red line gives the dissolution temperature of graphene. We now add the solid blue line, which represents the carbon adatom density which would establish equilibrium with the carbide islands. The positions of the solid red and blue lines are determined by the edge energies of graphene and carbide. The lower position of the line means the edge energy is lower and the island is more stable. The dashed red and blue lines are the supersaturation necessary for observable nucleation of graphene and carbide. The dashed lines are not only determined by the edge energies of graphene and carbide, but also by the critical nucleation size of each product. So it is not necessary that the dashed blue line is higher than the dashed red line, just because the solid blue line is higher than the solid red line. In fact, our experiment shows the dashed red line is higher than the dashed blue one, while the solid blue line is higher than the solid red line. In the following sections, we will experimentally determine the relative position of each line in this figure. Guided by this figure, we show several paths for improving the quality of graphene.

![Figure 1](image.png)

**Figure 1.** Schematic diagram, showing the temperature dependence of various equilibrium adatom concentrations of carbon on the metal surface. The black line is the carbon adatom concentration, which is in equilibrium with carbon in the bulk. The solid red line is the adatom concentration for equilibrium with graphene islands (after [12]); the solid blue line is the adatom concentration for equilibrium with carbide islands; the locations where the solid lines cross the black line are the dissolution temperatures for graphene and carbide; the dashed red and blue lines indicate the supersaturation levels required for nucleation of graphene and carbide, respectively, on a clean metal surface.
5. The temperature dependence of graphene and carbide formation

In order to obtain a first impression of the temperature dependence of graphene formation, we exposed the Rh surface to a high dose of ethylene at room temperature and slowly heated up the sample, while the surface was monitored continuously with STM. The initial, saturated layer of ethylene was obtained by exposing the freshly cleaned Rh(111) surface [51] in the UHV chamber to $3 \times 10^5$ mbar s of ethylene gas at room temperature. The result of this exposure is a pronounced, atomic-scale roughness, decorating the entire surface (Figure 2A), that we associate with the disordered overlayer of ethylene molecules. During the initial stages of the temperature ramp, clusters formed without any preference for specific edge orientations (Figure 2B). These clusters grew in size when the temperature was increased. Even though we have directly observed the motion and coalescence of the clusters, the drifting during temperature changes makes it difficult to conclude that this was the sole ripening mechanism. Previous research showed ethylene decomposition on Rh to proceed in various stages at different temperatures up to ~800 K [29, 52]. Based on this, we interpret the irregular structures in Figure 2B to be clusters of carbon or CH$_x$. At around 870 K, some islands were observed with a hexagonal shape, and the characteristic moiré pattern inside, indicating that, at this temperature, graphene had already been formed, and that the domains were large enough to appear as moiré patterns. The restructuring of the overlayer into graphene necessarily should start with small domains, smaller than one unit of the moiré pattern ($2 \times 12 \times 12$ carbon atoms). Ripening processes make some domains grow at the expense of others, to become larger than this size. Because any ripening process requires the relocation of many carbon atoms, this ripening should be relatively slow [53]. The combination of this slow ripening with the fast temperature ramp up to 870 K of 0.2 K/s, implies that the moiré pattern observed at 870 K is a sign that graphene formation had started already at a temperature below 870 K. Indeed, Figure 2C shows our lowest-temperature observation of a moiré pattern, at 808 K, (temperature ramp rate was 0.05 K/s) close to the temperature range of 700-800 K, necessary for complete decomposition of ethylene [29, 52]. Up to 969 K, the ripening of the graphene islands continued, making the islands larger, more compact and more hexagonal (Figure 2D). Also, the orientations of different domains became similar. Nevertheless, we still observed more than a single moiré pattern at this high temperature, which indicates that several overlayer orientations may have similarly low energies.

In a separate experiment we found that the graphene overlayer dissolved into the Rh substrate, starting at a temperature of ~1050 K. The information obtained from these heating experiments can be cast in the form of the upper temperature bar in Figure 2E, displaying that, from 808 K to 1053 K, graphene can be formed on a Rh surface. This 250 K temperature range for stable graphene on Rh is much wider than the 50 K window that has been reported previously [24]. This process, combining adsorption of ethylene at room temperature with a subsequent temperature ramp, also yields a lower graphene formation temperature than the temperature of ~1100 K, reported in case ethylene was dosed directly at high temperature [54].

From this experiment, we can conclude that graphene is more stable than carbide and that in Figure 1 the solid red line should be lower than the blue one. In this experiment, clustering of
CH\textsubscript{x} must make the surface carbon concentration locally very high, beyond that shown by the dashed blue and red lines. Under such conditions, both carbide and graphene nuclei can be formed. With time, the carbide islands disappear and the graphene islands become larger, since they are energetically more favourable. This is also why the carbide may form first on metal surfaces, but after long periods of annealing (e.g., 400 minutes) at high temperature, it can transform to graphene [55].

Another experiment was designed to determine the relative position of dashed red and blue lines in Figure 1. In the experiment above, the carbon adatom density in CH\textsubscript{x} is high enough for the nucleation of both graphene and carbide; the two nucleation process cannot be distinguished. To discriminate, we fixed the temperature of a clean Rh sample at 830 K, which is suitable for the formation of graphene and carbide, then we started adding the ethylene starting from zero. On the clean Rh surface, the carbon adatom density was increasing from almost zero, while the pressure of ethylene was being increased. Because there was no nucleus of graphene or carbide on the surface, carbon would form the product (graphene or carbide) which requires the lower nucleation carbon adatom density, during the increasing of the density of carbon adatoms. With STM it was seen that an overlayer formed, starting from the Rh step edges on the surface, and proceeding until it covered the entire surface. As can be seen in Figure 3A, this overlayer had a structure that was different from that of graphene. After the entire surface had been covered by this layer, we heated the sample to higher temperatures, while monitoring the structure with the STM. It was found that the overlayer did not transform into the graphene structure even up to the temperature of 1016 K, at which it disappeared. The stability of the structure indicates that it did not consist of CH\textsubscript{x} clusters, which would otherwise have transformed into graphene at and above 808 K. We interpret the disappearance again as the dissolution of the deposited material into the Rh substrate. The fact that the dissolution temperature differs significantly from the value of 1050 K, mentioned above for graphene, indicates that in this case the overlayer was not graphene. AES (Figure 3B) on this layer shows that the KLL of carbon peak had shifted from 272 eV to 275 eV and the MNN peak of Rh had also undergone a change in shape and position. Both shifts indicate the formation of a new compound [56]. We suggest that this is a rhodium carbide overlayer. Comparing this AES spectrum with a reference spectrum taken on a one-monolayer graphene-covered Rh surface (Figure 3B), we see that the C-to-Rh peak ratios for these two cases were similar. Assuming that the Rh peak in the AES spectrum of graphene-covered Rh corresponds to effectively one atomic layer of Rh, we find that the C-to-Rh ratio in the carbide must have been in the order of 2:1. In Figure 2E, in analogy to the temperature bar for a graphene overlayer, the lower bar shows the growth and stability regime of a carbide layer on Rh(111). The fact that carbide was formed first in this experiment means that the require carbon adatom density for nucleation of graphene is higher than that for carbide, which makes the position of the dashed red line higher than dashed blue line in Figure 1. From these two experiments, we can determine the relative position of the lines in Figure 1. It also naturally explains why a lower dissolving temperature was measured for carbide. That is simple because that the solid blue line crosses the black line at a lower temperature than the red one.
Figure 2. STM images measured during continuous heating from 300 K to ~1000 K, after room temperature ethylene deposition. Panels A, B and D are from one series of experiments. (A) The Rh(111) surface directly after exposure to 3 × 10⁻⁵ mbar s of ethylene at room temperature. A mono-atomic step on the Rh surface crosses the image. The saturated ethylene adsorbed layer causes the rough appearance of the upper and lower terraces. (B) At 778 K, the overlayer organized into irregular clusters, but no moiré pattern was found at this temperature. (C) Starting from 4 × 10⁻⁷ mbar s ethylene exposure at room temperature, this image shows the lowest temperature where the moiré pattern of graphene was found. (D) At 975 K, the graphene had ripened into larger islands, with similar orientations. (E) Temperature ranges for the observed stability of graphene and carbide on Rh(111). The STM images all have a size of 85 nm × 85 nm. They have been taken at sample voltages of \( V_b = 0.05 \) V, 1.16 V, 1.43 V, and -1.84 V for panels A, B, C and D, respectively, and at a tunnel current of \( I_t = 0.05 \) nA.

6. Towards the optimal growth recipe

6.1. Direct carbon deposition at high temperature

To reduce the nucleation density of graphene therefore reduce the defect lines between different nuclei, dosing carbon at a high sample temperature is an obvious solution, since the high temperature largely enhances the diffusion of carbon adatoms. However, the experiment
above shows that carbide will be formed first on the metal surface before graphene is formed. Interestingly, there is a narrow temperature window, between 1016 K and 1053 K, in which a carbide layer is no longer stable, but a graphene monolayer is. In order to explore this window, we held the Rh at 1035 K, while dosing with ethylene. Indeed, a graphene layer was observed to form at this temperature. It covered the entire surface without a trace of carbide (Figure 4B). However, the moiré pattern of the graphene overlayer became distorted during the slow cooling down, after the deposition, as shown in Figure 4C. The low-energy electron diffraction (LEED) pattern that was taken afterwards at room temperature showed a weak Rh(111) pattern on a strong, diffuse background (inset Figure 4D). We attribute the deterioration of the overlayer during the cooling down to segregation of carbon. It is known that carbon, which dissolves into the near-surface region of the Rh at the growth temperature, can segregate back to the surface when the temperature is decreased [51]. This segregation could lead to the nucleation of islands of a second graphene or carbide layer, between the original graphene layer and the Rh substrate, which will locally push up the graphene overlayer and distort it.

One may augur that the distortion of graphene moiré pattern might be caused by the different thermal expansion coefficient between graphene and the Rh substrate (in this temperature regime graphene has a negative expansion coefficient [57, 58]). This effect can be excluded, since other experiments, in which the role of segregated carbon could be minimized (Figure 5), showed that the quality of the graphene was not affected solely by large changes in temperature.

Now we turn to the role of dissolved carbon atoms. When we exposed a clean Rh(111) substrate directly to ethylene at 1035 K, several dark spots appeared in the STM images, before the graphene was formed (Figure 4A). Graphene formation only started when the ethylene
pressure reached $3.5 \times 10^{-7}$ mbar, which we associate with the dashed red line in Figure 1. In the framework of Figure 1, it is natural to ascribe the dark spots in Figure 4A to dissolved carbon atoms, because the supersaturation required for graphene nucleation is high enough for noticeable carbon dissolution, just before nucleation. This dissolution leads to a relatively high concentration of carbon atoms in the substrate, close to the surface. Since the solubility of carbon in the Rh is heavily dependent on temperature, there is a strong driving force for the dissolved carbon atoms to segregate during cooling and accumulate between the Rh substrate and the graphene overlayer. The resulting accumulation layer distorted the regular graphene moiré patterns, as shown in Figure 4C. Other STM measurements of ours also showed that it was possible to re-dissolve these extra carbon atoms by heating the sample to the growth temperature. We speculate that this is only possible as long as the density of carbon in the accumulation layer is not sufficient for the formation of a second layer of graphene. In the latter case, we should have observed the top graphene layer dissolve together with the accumulated (graphene) layer. Note, that the high concentration of dissolved carbon atoms led to a higher dissolution temperature (1118 K) of graphene for this sample, in agreement with our expectation from Figure 1.

Figure 1 also shows that in order to have less carbon dissolved during the direct deposition; one should use a higher pressure. The argument for this counterintuitive approach is that by increasing the pressure the nucleation rate increases super-linearly, whereas the rate of dissolution will simply be proportional to the pressure. Following this idea, we have been able to improve the quality of the graphene overlayer on Rh as is demonstrated in Figure 4D. The temperature of the clean Rh sample was first raised to 1028 K, after which the ethylene pressure was quickly increased to a high value of $3.9 \times 10^4$ mbar. The graphene layer that formed under these conditions covered the whole surface with a much lower defect density than the graphene structure shown in Figure 4B. However, in spite of the high ethylene pressure used here, the moiré pattern still distorted due to segregated carbon when the sample was cooled to room temperature. The combination of the high solubility of carbon in Rh and the macroscopic thickness of our substrate (1 mm) made it practically impossible to completely avoid carbon dissolution at high temperatures and segregation of dissolved carbon during the cool-down.

One of the recipes reported for a single monolayer of graphene on Rh(111) is to expose the clean rhodium surface for 3 minutes to $2 \times 10^{-7}$ mbar ethylene at an even higher temperature of 1100 K [54]. We have monitored this recipe with our STM at this high temperature, but graphene was not formed under these conditions and also not with longer exploring times up to 10 minutes. Instead, our images show that in this case a graphene layer was formed only after the exposure, during cooling of the sample, when the temperature had reduced to ~1000 K, showing that, in this recipe, the graphene film is assembled completely from segregated carbon. The STM images at room temperature did not show distortions, in accordance with the images in Wang et al. [54]. We attribute this absence of distortions to a nearly complete consumption of the dissolved carbon in the near-surface region by the graphene monolayer. The difficulty in this procedure is to precisely control the coverage, i.e., the total amount of segregated carbon. It is relatively easy to obtain large areas covered by graphene suitable for STM imaging or for a local spectroscopic measurement. But it is very difficult to reach full
coverage of the surface with graphene of precisely one layer thickness, i.e., without any excess carbon.

6.2. Graphene formation on a seeded surface

The above experiments demonstrated that the temperature window for producing graphene by direct deposition is quite limited, and graphene formed in this temperature window distorts when the substrate is subsequently cooled to room temperature. On the other hand, the first experiment, which started with deposition at room temperature, showed a wider temperature
window for graphene formation (upper bar in Figure 2E), starting below and ending above
the carbide window (lower bar in Figure 2E). The differences between the two experiments in
Figure 2 and Figure 3 suggest that the choice which the growing overlayer had to make between
carbide and graphene, in the temperature interval from 800 K to 1016 K, is fully determined
by the structure of the initial overlayer nuclei; in other words, graphene patches will continue
to grow as graphene, whereas carbide patches will continue to grow as carbide. This interpre‐
tation of the experiments also coincides with the theory described in Figure 1. If the carbon
adatom density and the temperature is set between the solid lines and dashed lines and the
surface is already partially covered by graphene/carbide, carbon adatoms can only contribute
the growth of the existing graphene/carbide islands without forming new nuclei. In turn, this
suggests a refinement of our approach, namely to separate the stage of nucleation from that
of further growth. For example, one could start with the graphene-seeded Rh surface from the
first experiment, and expose that to further ethylene deposition under different conditions, in
order to obtain full coverage by graphene. One may expect nucleation and growth of the
graphene overlayer to follow the well-known rule, in which the nucleation density is deter‐
mined by F/D, where F is the flux of arriving atoms and D is their surface diffusion coefficient
[59]. If the deposition is carried out very slowly, so that the value determined by F/D is smaller
than the existing seed density on the surface, the newly arriving carbon atoms will all be
incorporated onto the edges of growing graphene islands, which prevents them from forming
new nuclei [60]. The presence of the graphene seeds on the surface should have the additional
effect that newly arriving carbon atoms have a strongly reduced probability to dissolve into
the Rh, again because they will be incorporated in the graphene overlayer on a much shorter
timescale, due to the difference in the rates of diffusion of the carbon atoms into the bulk and
over the surface, which should be expected to be significant. On a non-seeded surface,
dissolution has to compete only with the rather rare processes of nucleation of either graphene
or of carbide. How ‘difficult’ graphene nucleation is on a hot Rh surface is evidenced by our
findings in a separate experiment, on a clean Rh surface: at 1035 K, an ethylene pressure of to
3.5 x 10⁻⁷ mbar was required to observe the first graphene nuclei in our STM images.

The suggested approach, of ethylene deposition at high temperatures onto a Rh surface that
has been pre-seeded with graphene by low-temperature deposition, was successful. Figure 5
shows the result obtained at a growth temperature of 975 K; even more informative is the
 corresponding STM movie, which can be found online. Starting with the end situation of the
first experiment (Figure 2D), ethylene was deposited, at a pressure of 3 x 10⁻⁹ mbar, which was
increased at the end of the procedure to 1 x 10⁻⁸ mbar, simply to accelerate the process. The
newly arrived carbon atoms continued with the structure and orientation of the graphene that
was already present, until the entire surface was covered with graphene. When a new kink
formed at a concave corner between two differently oriented domains, it showed a preference
for following the graphene domain which had the same, or a similar orientation, as the Rh
crystal. In this way, the metal substrate guided the orientation of the graphene layer, and the
density of domain boundaries became lower than that expected from the initial configuration
of the graphene seeds. After this sample had been cooled down to room temperature, neither
STM nor LEED (insert of Figure 5B) showed a deformation of the moiré pattern. The LEED
pattern showed that the graphene layer had a preferred orientation; otherwise, a ring of
intensity should have been observed around the integer-order maxima from the Rh, rather than the six superstructure spots that are clearly present in the LEED pattern. Although the superstructure spots are not very sharp, the orientation difference between graphene domains is seen to be minor, because the moiré pattern is an amplifier of all variations in position and orientation. The bright regions, indicated by black arrows in Figure 5B, were formed in the final stage of the deposition. They will be explained later.

6.3. Using segregated carbon to form graphene

In the previous section, it was shown that the deposition of ethylene can be controlled to form exclusively graphene rather than carbide, and to bring the process to a lower temperature. In this section we show that as an alternative to direct deposition, also the segregation of dissolved carbon atoms could be used in a controlled way, in order to form graphene. By cooling down the sample very slowly, the effective flux of segregated carbon is kept low. These carbon atoms also tend to follow the structure and orientation of the pre-existing seeds; if these have the graphene structure, this procedure results in the growth of graphene. After the segregation has come to an end, the coverage of the graphene overlayer can be brought to completion by a final ethylene exposure. This lower process temperature will be associated with a lower density of carbon dissolved in the substrate and, if it is of any importance, also with a lower

Figure 5. STM images of graphene formation, starting with a seeded surface. (A) The graphene-seeded Rh surface achieved by annealing a pre-deposited sample from room temperature to 975 K. Most of the graphene islands had same orientation. But superstructure domain boundaries can be found within individual islands. (B) Graphene-covered Rh, after ethylene deposition at 975K on the seeded surface, at pressures ranging from $3 \times 10^{-9}$ to $1 \times 10^{-8}$ mbar over a period of 76 minutes. During this procedure, the domain boundary density became ~30% lower than that in the starting situation. (A): Two Rh double-layer defects are indicated by the arrows. The inset in (B) shows the superstructure spots around one Rh LEED spot. All images are 160 nm x 160 nm and have been taken at a sample voltage of $V_b = -1.84$ V and a tunneling current of $I_t = 0.05$ nA.
strain due to the differential thermal expansion between the graphene overlayer and the Rh substrate [57, 58].

This alternative procedure using segregated carbon to form graphene was also successful, as is shown in Figure 6A, where a part of the surface was followed from 862 to 829 K. This is very promising for achieving 2D single crystalline graphene, using dissolved carbon. One difference, relative to deposited carbon, is that the graphene layer also chose the growth direction (Figure 6E) where the Rh step has to retract, to allow further graphene growth. To emphasize that this proceeds against the direction of regular step-flow growth, we refer to this as ‘anti-step flow’; in some papers it is called ‘growth by etching step edges’ [61]. In this temperature regime, Rh atoms should be expected to diffuse much faster over the surface than the carbon atoms can in graphene. When sites become temporarily available, as a result of step fluctuations of the Rh, newly arriving carbon atoms may fill up the vacant sites, the strong cohesion in the graphene preventing the Rh step from fluctuating completely back to its original shape and location. This anti-step-flow mechanism resulted in a large number of Rh islands enclosed by graphene. Figure 6C shows one of Rh islands enclosed by graphene, to which more ethylene had been added. The carbon introduced by the ethylene deposition was found to also be accommodated via the anti-step-flow mechanism, instead of forming graphene on top of the enclosed Rh. In this stage, Rh atoms were pushed up and nucleated a higher atomic layer; the graphene stopped growing when the complete enclosed Rh island had a double-layer height (Figure 6A). The reason that, in Figure 6A, the Rh did not become a double-layer structure, is that, in that case, there was a narrow passage in the graphene layer, through which the Rh could diffuse away. In separate experiments, in which the Rh was exposed to ethylene at a low temperature of 864 K, the growth of graphene, both at the free edges of graphene islands (‘step-flow’ growth) and growth against the Rh steps (‘anti-step-flow’) was observed. At this temperature, the growth rates for these two mechanisms were comparable. At the higher temperatures of the experiments discussed before, e.g. at 975 K, the anti-step-flow growth rate was much lower than the step-flow growth rate. That the mechanism was still active is illustrated by the appearance of double-layer defects in the final stages of the graphene growth, as is indicated by the two arrows in Figure 5B. The temperature dependence of the ratio between the two growth rates can be explained as follows. Assume that decomposition of ethylene or the growth of graphene has a lower energy barrier at the step edges of Rh than on the terraces. At 864 K, the resulting higher decomposition or growth rate of ethylene at the Rh step makes the amount of carbon atoms available for anti-step-flow higher than that for step-flow growth. At 975 K, all ethylene on the Rh terraces rapidly decomposes, which means that the carbon production rate is not limited, at that temperature, by the decomposition, but by the deposition of ethylene. Since the steps represent a much smaller effective area than the terraces, and the anti-step-flow requires an additional process of moving Rh atoms, the ratio between anti-step-flow and step-flow should become low at high temperatures. Nevertheless, anti-step-flow will still occur, and it will lead to Rh double-layer defects. The only way to reduce their density is by further elevating the temperature or by making the average distance between the graphene nuclei larger than the average distance between the steps on the Rh substrate.
Figure 6. Graphene formation by dissolved carbon and Rh double layer defect formation. (A) STM images of the same area during the cooling down of a Rh sample, partly covered by graphene, after adsorption of ethylene at room temperature and annealing to 977K. The Rh island indicated by the red arrow is in the same atomic level as the graphene indicated by black arrow. They seem to be in different levels because of the sample voltage setting. The segregated carbon followed the orientation of the existing graphene. Image size: 100 × 100 nm². (B) A simple atomic model of the graphene formation by segregated carbon. The Rh island became smaller, because Rh diffused away via the small opening in the graphene layer. (C) Graphene growth, by adding more ethylene while the sample was held at 829K. These images show how a Rh island, enclosed by graphene, was pushed into a double layer island with half of the original area. Growth of the graphene stopped after the whole island had become a double layer. Image size: 50 × 50 nm². (D) A sketch of the formation of the Rh double layer island. (E) The concept of step flow and anti step flow. In the latter case, Rh atoms have to move to the upper atomic level, in order for the surface to accommodate the additional carbon.

7. Conclusions

In this chapter we presented information with both scientific and technical aspects. Technically, the performance of the VT-STM was demonstrated, showing what kinds of extra information can be achieved with this kind of setup. Scientifically, we introduced the schematic
diagram in Figure 1 which can explain the reported experimental results. We have used in-situ measurements to determine the correctness of the picture, and use it to guide the further improvement of graphene quality. This picture can easily be adapted to other CVD procedures on metals. The key elements that may vary from system to system are the stable phases, their formation energies and step energies, the dissolution energy, and the critical nucleation size.

Guided the picture presented, we show three different paths to improve the quality of graphene, namely direct ethylene dosing on clean Rh, first nucleation and growth, and using segregated carbon to form graphene. All of these methods can effectively avoid the formation of carbide. For the method of direct ethylene dosing, the temperature window to avoid carbide formation is quite narrow. The size of the produced graphene domain is quite large. Although the dissolution of carbon cannot be avoided and the segregation of carbon between graphene-metal interface which distorted the moiré pattern of graphene on Rh, the top graphene layer stayed unchanged. This was confirmed by the observation that the moiré pattern became visible again when the sample was heated to the growth temperature. If one wants to produce graphene with larger domains and one does not care about the carbon between the graphene and the metal, it is an easy recipe to follow. In the case of seeding followed by growth, the system is kinetically trapped in a ‘graphene-forming’ mode. Graphene islands are already present and only a low carbon adatom density is needed to continue the growth. Because of the low ethylene pressure and the rapid incorporation of the deposited carbon into the graphene matrix, the density of adatoms cannot become high enough for nucleation of a carbide (or new graphene islands). Additionally, the dissolved carbon problem is also partially avoided. So all this taken together, the final result is a surface fully covered by graphene. The disadvantage using the seeding method is that the domain density of the graphene is much higher than the one made direct ethylene dosing. The quality of the graphene overlayer is limited by defects in the form of two different classes of domain boundaries. One class results from the merger of neighboring graphene islands with different orientations. On the atomic scale, this type of domain boundary must involve defects with respect to the hexagonal structure of perfect graphene, for example arrays of pentagons and/or heptagons [13] instead of the normal hexagons. The other class of domain boundaries originates from the merger of islands with precisely the same orientation. Due to the mismatch in lattice spacing between the overlayer and the substrate, there are still 288 translationally inequivalent possibilities to position the graphene on the Rh(111). This makes the probability for a perfect fit lower than 0.4%, so that most of these mergers will be accompanied by a phase defect line in the moiré pattern. Although such lines may look ‘dramatic’, we speculate that this phase defect is not leading to dangling bonds, i.e., the defect is present only in the moiré period of the superstructure but not in the topology of the graphene network [13]. An alternative path to reduce the domain boundary density to a value which is even lower than the one made by direct ethylene dosing is to reduce the initial nucleation. Other groups also have noticed the importance of initial nucleation [44, 60] and used the two step growth method. However, the nucleation conditions (i.e. precursor pressure and temperature) were normally used for the second step of growth after seeding. In this way, the nucleation density in the final product cannot be reduced lower than the intrinsic nucleation density ruled by the growth condition. We now propose that the growth condition should be controlled between the solid and dashed
lines. In this case, the carbon adatom density is only high enough to continue the growth of graphene, the intrinsic nucleation density by this adatom density can be very low. If the initial nucleation is also set to be very low, e.g. one on entire metal surface, the nucleation density in the final product can be much lower than the graphene made by direct ethylene dosing. With careful control, one single graphene domain over a macroscopic area is very well possible. Our attempts to use segregated carbon plus further ethylene deposition at low temperature to form a complete, undistorted graphene overlayer were successful: the added graphene follows the graphene phase and orientation of the initially nuclei. This procedure forms a very promising route for achieving 2D single-crystalline graphene. However, in the case of Rh substrate, the low growth temperature results in a high growth rate of graphene in the anti-step-flow direction. This results in many Rh double-layer defects, which form holes in the final graphene overlayer.

How to control the thickness of the graphene, in particular how to avoid the nucleation of the second layer below the first layer, now seems evident: after the (first) graphene layer has been formed on the metal surface, the nucleation of a second layer can be avoided by cooling down the sample very rapidly. Also by choosing a metal with a low solubility for carbon, for example, Cu, nucleation of the second layer can be further suppressed.

The physical picture we have shown here explains also why the reported recipes are sometimes not very reproducible. For example, the carbon adatom density is a function of the bulk carbon concentration. In a non-equilibrium case, it also depends on the time during which the sample was held at elevated temperature, and the rate of increase or decrease of the temperature. These parameters vary from case to case and are often not specified.

The central message of present work is that by following an appropriate reaction path through the diagram in Figure1 one can control the formation of the three carbon phases: graphene, carbide, and dissolved carbon. Recipes for producing high-quality graphene should not only consider temperature and pressure, but also the initial situation, the rate of temperature increase/decrease, and the bulk carbon concentration.
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